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(Note that the following is an Abstract, which should be replaced by a full description at a later time.)

Function of Entry:

To write 27 word binary records for the merge editor. It formats the data to binary record format (7-9 punch and word count) and the writes by calling the tape dcm. Entry one writes only one record and without formatting.

Calling Sequence for Entry:

call td_write27 (ioname, p, n, error);
call td_write27$one (ioname, p, n, error);

Declaration of Arguments:

dcl ioname char(32),
p ptr,
(n,
error) fixed bin(17);

Description of Arguments:

ioname - name of tape drive.
p - ptr to data to be written.
n - words to be written.
error - 0 (no error)
2 (tape error)